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Abstract. Gamification has been a popular object of researches in various fields. Many researches 

were made on various aspects of gamification and just very few were oriented to the influence of 

technological aspects for e-learning participant’s engagement. The challenge for our designed 

model was to find out the new effective ways for the engagement of the students. This paper 

analysis the prevailing technological aspects and technologies used in e-learning process as well as 

implementation of various technological solutions in learning platforms. Also, this paper presents 

a new model of technological aspects of gamification, which was implemented at the Faculty of 

Informatics to engage students to get better results in learning programming. 
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1. Introduction  

Different models of gamification became a focus of interest in various fields (Kuo and 

Chuang, 2016). The interest in gamification was boosted by quick positive changes in 

learner’s attitude to learning process (Luo et al., 2015). Despite of the interest in 

gamification which has started few years ago (Pedreira et al., 2015); gamification is not a 

new learning method in the field of education (Kuo and Chuang, 2016). However, just 

few years ago it was implemented in e-learning.  

The complexity of technologies opened new opportunities to implement different 

gamification models in e-learning (Iosup and Epema, 2014). Emerging technologies used 

in gamification stimulated the creation of new, more complex gamification models 

(Prakash and Rao, 2015) based on the learner’s cognitive, emotional and social 

capabilities (Huber and Milty, 2014). This obligates to use a wide spectrum of different 

technologies to satisfy the each learner’s need.  

Different scenarios, choices and roles stimulate to create engaging game environments 

by using various types of technologies (Thiebes et al., 2014). Since the same learning 
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model can be implemented in many different ways (Ferron et al., 2014), the same 

technologies used in different contexts create the impression of novelty and increase the 

interest in specific learning object (Attali and Arieli-Attali, 2015). For this reason, the 

same game mechanics can be used in different contexts.  

Most of gamification models are based on the rewarding system: ‘win the game and get 

the prize’ (Caton and Greenhill 2014). Following that, the tools used in platforms are 

based on pointing system where a reward depends on learner’s performance or 

completed tasks. Various badges, leader boards, tokens and gamified currency are used 

for implementation as tools for rewarding learning method to the learning platform. 

 

2. Overview of technological aspects of the Gamification Model 

Gamification models have adopted various technological solutions to increase Learner’s 

Engagement. Many of them use pretty simple technologies such as implemented plug-ins 

based on rewarding techniques (Kim and Lee, 2013). Those gamification techniques 

strive to leverage people's natural desires for socializing, learning, competition or 

achievement. However, there is much more complicated technological solutions such as 

video games or games based on social interaction (Alves et al., 2014) and their 

implementation in learning platforms. Most of technological aspects contain three main 

elements which are the key factors for successful gamification model (Engler, 2012). 

These factors are game mechanic types (progression, feedback, behavioural), types of 

gamer personalities (achievers, explorers, socializers, killers) and boosts (engagement, 

loyalty, time spent, influence, fun, SEO, user generated, content) (see Table 1).  

Table 1. The categories of games mechanics, gamer personalities and boosts 

 

 
Iosup and Epema (2014) indicated 7 core tools for implementation of gamification. 

Three tools are related with games mechanics: 1) pointing system; 2) Levels, access and 

power; 3) leader-boards. These tools make games more competitive and stimulate 

learner’s motivation to lead the game as well as get engaged into the game and complete 

levels. Other four core tools are related with dynamics of the game: 1) status displays 

(badges and etc.); 2) on-boarding systems; 3) social engagement tools; 4) unlocking 

Game Mechanic Types Types of gamer personalities Boosts 

Progression: supports 

development of skills;   

 

Achievers: like to gain “points”, 

levels, equipment and other 

measurements reflecting success;   

Explorers: like discovering 

areas, creating maps and learning 

about hidden places; 

Socializers: they choose the 

game because of the social 

effects, not because of the game 

itself;   

Killers: like competing with 

other players.   

Engagement;   

Loyalty;   

Time Spent;   

Influence;   

Fun;   

SEO;   

User; 

Generated; 

Content;   

Virality. 

 

Feedback: positive and 

negative feedback;   

 

Behavioural: deals with 

human behaviour and 

psyche.   
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content. These core tools keep up the learner’s motivation and stimulate their interest in 

further learning process. Some of tools (badges, leader boards) can be found 

implemented on learning platforms (e.g. Moodle). Others, such as interaction tools and 

levels, might need additional methods of implementation on the platform (Contador and 

Marczewski, 2015) as it depends on the gamified context whether the whole game or 

separate parts of the game are embedded into the platform 

 

3. A methodology for implementation of technologies in 

Gamification Model 

Different types of gamification models can be implemented using different kinds of 

tools. Apostol et al. (2013) identified eight core elements for effective gamified context. 

Thus, gamified context must have: 1) clear rules; 2) clear goals and outcomes;  
 

Table 2. Games mechanics used in gamification (Dicheva et al., 2015) 

Design principles Game mechanics 

Goals: specific, clear, moderately difficult, immediate 

goals. 

 

Challenges and quests: clear, concrete, actionable 

learning tasks with increased complexity. 

 

Customization: personalized experiences, adaptive 

difficulty; challenges that are perfectly tailored to the 

player’s skill level, increasing the difficulty as the 

player’s skill expands. 

Multiple game pathways 

Progress: visible progression to mastery Points, progress bars, 

levels, virtual 

goods/currency 

Feedback: immediate feedback or shorten feedback 

cycles; immediate rewards instead of vague long-term 

benefits. 

 

Competition and cooperation/social engagement loops Badges, leader-boards, 

levels, avatars 

Accrual grading Points 

Visible status: reputation, social credibility and 

recognition. 

Points, badges, leader-

boards, avatars 

Access/unlocking content  

Freedom of choice: multiple routes to success, allowing 

students to choose their own sub-goals within the larger 

task 

Multiple game pathways 

Freedom to fail: low risk from submission, multiple 

attempts. 

 

Storytelling Avatars 

New identities and/or roles Avatars 

On-boarding  

Time restriction Countdown clock 
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3) feedbacks and rewards; 4) tasks for problem solving; 5) story; 6) player(s); 7) safe 

environment; 8) sense of mastery. These elements can be seen mostly through separate 

gamified elements. Dicheva et al. (2015) following the core gamification elements made 

a research on literature for design principles and technologies used to deliver them into 

the gamified context. The results of the research are delivered on Table 2.  

Different gamification models require different technologies to be implemented (Hanus 

and Fox, 2015). The game mechanics used in gamification depends on the creator who 

decides what level of gamification will be used in the learning process (Seaborn and 

Fels, 2015). Thus, the same model might use different technologies and reach different 

results as well as satisfy the needs of different kind of learners. 

 

4. A model of technological aspects of the Gamification Model 
 

The Gamification model is based on games mechanics such as rewarding system, 

customization and leader-boards.  

Rewarding system (e.g. pointing system and rewards) is one of common and most 

popular games mechanics implemented in gamified learning content (Hanus and Fox, 

2015). It is not complicated to implement since many of learning platforms already have 

it or there are wide range of plug-ins to install (Huber and Hilty, 2014). In created 

model, pointing system is responsible for the algorithm for counting the student’s 

performance. The exact amount of points gained for the completed task depends on the 

maximum possible points to gain for the task. Points are used as the main index to get 

into new level or get rewards.  

For the deeper engagement the system of levels in the game was created. The levels have 

been implemented with a specific enter criteria which is based on the specific amount of 

collected points. Each level means the specific level of mastery.  

Customization in the model is implemented by the free choice of learning content and 

tasks. The learner decides what he/she wants to learn and what tasks want to take for 

gaining points. This lets the learner create his/her own learning paths based on her/his 

needs and interest.  

For social status, the leader-boards were also implemented in the model. The 

implemented leader-boards are based on the sum of points and display the leaders from 

all levels. The place in the leader-board depends on the amount of collected points and 

badges which can be gained for completing certain tasks with the certain amount of 

points. 

 

5. The case of experiment 
 
The gamification method, based on activity points, was implemented on the platform. 

The gamified platform was tested by totally 48 first year students of Informatics faculty 

and control group of 95 first year students.  

The tutorials (learning content) and tasks (practical exercises and exams) are delivered in 

the platform. Each of tutorial or task is evaluated by the specific amount of point which 

learner gets for completion. Tutorials are not mandatory if user want to participate in the 

contest. Exams are required to be done for students to get a certificate issued by 

university. It is important to note, that learners can choose their own path of learning 
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which means that learning process is not restricted and learners can choose what tasks 

they want to complete. But it is essential to remember that more tasks you complete, 

more points you get. 

  

Fig. 1. Informic gamification model based on levels.  

Finishing exams and tutorials gives points for the users (0-50 for tutorial and 0-100 for 

exam) which are displayed in top 100-leader board and ratings view and show user 

points and badges (badges such as “Nežiniukas” are gained for reaching 1000 points 

milestone) for everyone (see Fig. 1). 

  
 

Fig. 2. The example of levels 

 
Multiple types of badges where awarded for the students as ladders to next group (see 

Fig. 2). The primary level of learner is indicated by level-assessment test. There are three 

levels of model: basic level for newbies in programming, intermediate for already having 

some skills in programming and advances for people who demonstrate higher than 

average skills in programming. Each level indicates a specific level of mastery in 

programming which can be reached by two ways: collecting points and completing level 

assessment test.  
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Students are divided in two groups: control group and the group, which has opportunity 

to solve additional problems. Control group consists of 95 students. Group, which has 

opportunity to solve additional problems consists of 48 students. Learning results of two 

groups are compared (Fig. 3).  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. The average score of gamification group and control group. 

 

The average score of gamification group was 83,13. The average score of control group 

was 66,83 (see Fig. 3). The gamification group has shown 19,61 % higher score average.  

 

 

Conclusions 
 
Every gamification model contains of three key factors: game mechanics type, types of 

gamer personality and boosts. All these factors together create a full package of 

gamification technologies directed to learner’s engagement and stimulate to learner’s 

motivation to compete and win.  

The developed model engages students to learn more effectively and even to be 

interested in deeper knowledge that shows the evaluation results of piloting group 

(Fig. 3).  

The gamification model’s technological aspects are based on three main game 

mechanics: rewarding system (points and badges), customization (customized path 

through the learning content) and leader boards. All of these elements were implemented 

to the e-platform for programming learning. However, it is created a unique gamified 

learning environment where traditional e-learning is supplemented by gamified tools for 

student’s engagement.  
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